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THE ARCTIC OBSERVING SUMMIT 2013-2016
Progress Towards an Integrated, Multipurpose,
International Arctic Observing System

The biennial Arctic Observing Summit (AOS) is a
Sustaining Arctic Observing Systems (SAON) task. SAON
is an Arctic Council Initiative. The AOS is coordinated by
the International Study of Arctic Change, (ISAC Program
Office, the ISAC Science Steering Group and ISAC
partners).
A Pan-Arctic Observing System must be:
• integrated one allowing for merging of data streams
• focused around central science questions and societal needs
• relevant to people’s lives, decision making and policy
Observing System Design:
• is critical
• the system should be responsive to arctic system change
• responsive to needs for improved understanding
and adaptation to and mitigation of change.
The AOS must be connected with global observing systems.
(from: ISAC Science Plan 2010)

Observing, Understanding, Responding

Implementing an Observing System
Observing Change:
An international, integrated, comprehensive, and sustained
arctic observing system responsive to scientific and societal
needs for information on arctic change.
Understanding Change
To improve projections of the arctic system and identify
emerging issues.
Responding to Change
Developing and communicating science for problem solving,
managing, and adapting to future arctic changes.

International Participation
2013 – 172 participants, 17b countries, 2014 – 342 participants, 29 countries

Disciplinary Expertise

Organizations Represented

2013

2014

AOS Themes 2013/2014
AOS 2013 THEMES - Vancouver
1. State of the current observing system
2. System design and coordination
3. Stakeholder needs and perspectives
4. Coordination, support, sustainability,
operation

AOS 2014 THEMES - Helsinki
1.Stakeholder engagement
2.Coordination
3.Technology and innovation
4.Remote sensing solutions
5.Data management, accessibility, and
interoperability

Results
1. Whitepapers prepared for the AOS 2013 are published as a special issue of Arctic
2. Progress identifying Arctic observing needs and capacities, and priority areas for future
attention.
1. Progress toward international consensus on coordination including a collaborative,
international funding mechanism.
2. AOS 2016
The AOS illustrates that circumpolar nations, as well as non-Arctic countries, are ready
and willing participants to contribute to a sustained, coordinated Arctic observing system.

International Study of Arctic Change (ISAC) International Program Office www.arcticchange.org
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Overarching Recommendations 2013
• Improved cross-sectoral and collaborative

approaches to the collection and maintenance
of data.
• Creation of a stakeholder advisory group to

provide advice on observational needs.
• Better utilization, development and adoption of

modern technology for Observing System
Design

Combined Recommendations 2013-14
(100+)
• Create and support a body to coordinate cyber-infrastructure.
• Improve interoperability among systems and projects.
• Improve international site accessibility and data collection.
• Ensure pan-Arctic coverage and continuity of programs; improve coverage of
the Eurasian sector.
• Improve the diversity of participants and develop inventory of CBM programs.
• Link efforts, standards, methods, variables and indicators in use
(e.g. Arctic Council, SAON, GEOSS, WMO, GCW, etc.).
• Engage stakeholders at all stages, from assessing needs to creation of
solutions-based, useful products.
• Incorporate technology for real-time data capture and accessibility; invest in
data rescue and baselines.

AOS 2016 - Participation
• 30 Countries
• 417 Participants
• Indigenous Organizations
• Universities
• Research Institutions
• Indigenous Organizations
• Non-profit
• Local, Regional, National Government Organizations
• Funding Agencies
• Private Sector
• International NGOs
• Intergovernmental Organizations

2016 Summit Statement
1. Develop international principles and
protocols that establish ethical guidelines for
research, for the involvement of Arctic
Indigenous Knowledge holders, for the use of
Indigenous Knowledge and the co-production
of knowledge.

5. Advance a strategy for international
funding. Implementation requires coordination
of funding efforts to support a globally
connected and internationally accessible
network.

6. Prioritize, on an ongoing basis,
2. Propose to the highest levels of government, observations that should be started and
the business case for a comprehensive panmaintained over the long-term by operational
Arctic observing system.
and other relevant agencies.
3.Create opportunities for stakeholder
engagement as a critical component of an
effective pan-Arctic observing system.
4. Coordinate implementation of a pan-Arctic
observing system with regional and global
observing initiatives, and organize efforts in
securing resources for its sustained operation
through the leadership SAON initiative.

7. Develop a broad, globally connected Arctic
observing data and information system of
systems that is based on open access data
and standards.

Where are we now?
• Components of Arctic Observing system are being

implemented (one decade+)
• Integration of components into a coherent

observing system is underway
• Focus has to shift to operationalization of

observing system and long-term sustainability
• Transformation from pure research observing

system to system that also serves stakeholder
needs has to be completed.
• Increased coordination among Indiginous,

research, operational and private sector entities.

Partners and Support for AOS Activities
www.arcticobservingsummit.org

